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Preface

Dear Customer：

Thank you for choosing Honeybee series product.

Pls carefully read Operator’s Manual in order to formally use and operate the

machine.

Pls take care of Operator’s Manual during the Warranty

Including Part：

—— Safety；

—— Summary；

—— Operation；

—— Detailed Operation Guide；

—— Care and Maintenance；

——Appendix

Contact Information：

Address：No.666,Ganjingzi District,Dalian City, Liaoning Province, P.R.China.

P.O.：116033

Website：http://www.honeybeecnc.com

Tel：+86 411 85865100

Fax：+86 411 85866100
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Chapter 1 Safety

1.1 Safety Introduction

·Reading the manual book：

Reading and understanding the cutting machine operation and require of user

safety. If the buyer has other requirements, please let us know.

·operation safety

Check the machine ran before the starting. The machine runs by itself before the cutting in order to

prevent the unnecessary destroys.

·Mechanics Dangerous：

Don’t heave your hands and fingers into the working machine in order to prevent the

hurt. You must leave the working equipment; you can control the equipment by panel key

or remote interface. You can’t wear the loosing cloth when you operate and mend the

machine.

·High voltage dangerous

Be careful to electric shock, you can install the equipment by the install program and

specification instruction. Don’t touch the cable and wire when connecting the power source.

The only trainee have right to open the equipment

1.2 Product standard

The product meets the CE and UL safety standard.
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Chapter 2 Summary

2.1 Product instruction

HBmicroEDGEpro system is a kind of the multi-axis CNC system; it is designed specially for the

shape cutting machine. It is also the new product of metal processing industry. The main aim we

design is easy to use, the software which can program make the panel design simple and increase

the function. the interface become the more humanization.

With the high degree of accuracy plasma and laser technology appear, the controller have a

precise location for cutting equipment. INTEL Pentium makes the more precise location. With the

numerical positioning ring and speed ring appear your machine work smoothly within permitted speed

and precisely find the programming positioning of the cutting equipment.

This controller is applicable to all two-dimension cutting table. The controller install the

plasma ,flame, scalar, laser and hydraulic cutting logic. Wherever you use it, we will give you a

creative process.

You can directly input the work piece process, so you don’t wait for transmission, setup and

alignment model or select some shape from 51 in the gallery. You can download custom-built work

piece process when you use the main machine or CAD and CAM. We even provide the free

information service of controller so that controller connects with your administration information. No

matter how you do , the shape window of controller can reduce the setup time , simplify design and

accelerate the produce.

Our product is connected to the Microsoft C++ and MFC. The operation environment is the same

as the latest software.
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2-1 Gantry CNC Cutting machine

The machine are composed of the Cross beam, machine body, rail, operation box, Electrical

control box, flame cutting torch, exhaust cutout and so on. Pay attention to keep Integrity of every

parts and abid by the Installation book on the spot.

2.2 Technical condition of Honeybee CNC System

Storage humidity：- 40℃ ～ 50℃ Working humidity：0 ～ 50℃

Relative humidity： 0 ～ 85% Power： < 1000 W

Input In voltage： 220V ± 15%
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Chapter 3 Operation

3.1 Operation Interface Introduction

It composed of 39 keys, it is almost same with the normal home PC, but consider more convenient

cutting, some keys position are different with home PC, but the functions are same.

Operate

keyboard

LCD

Display

CNC special

operation board
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3.1.1 Operating Keyboard Functions Introduction

F1--F8 function is same with home PC, accordance with CNC system F1--F8.

Different as below picture:

Display

Indicator

Numbers

Arrow

Start/StopFunctions
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Number and letter keys, every key indicate three characters: blue and red letters, black numbers. If

light blue, it indicates blue letters, if light red, red letters, if no light on, indicate numbers.

This key is for light choosing, every press will choose different light.

Light has three color: Blue, Red, Green.

Start and Stop key.

The key 2, 4, 6, 8 except having normal number and letter function, when

the green light on, these four keys have arrow function. If press 5 at the

same time, it has manual function.

Indicator, have three color: Blue, red and green.

Letter and number keys, if green light, these four keys are arrows

Every key indicate three blue and red letters, black

numbers. If light blue, it indicates blue letters, if light red,

red letters, if no light on, indicate numbers.

light choose key, every press to choose different light.

Arrow keys

Start & Stop keys
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3.1.2 Button Detail Introduction

Torch choosing, alternate work mode, total 4 torches to be chosen.

Arrow key for torch lift and drop manual control, instant work mode.

(∑)For manual control all torches lift and drop, instant work mode.

（POWER） is power supply switch, this switch can only cut off display system. If choose OFF,

display system will be turned off, but other part such as motor, servo driver, power supply case, etc.

的，（In）power supply light, if it is on, indicate operating board is power on. （Out）Running light, if

it is on, operating board has not any input. If the light twinkle, indicate input operating.

Power /power light/running light/cut oxygen/preheat gas/THC/Auto fire/Standby /No.1 /No.2 /No.3 /No.4 torch/ USB

Emergency stop / Run / Pause / Whole THC/No.1 THC/No.2 THC/No.3 THC/No.4 THC/Speed up or down
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(GAS)Preheat oxygen key (Yellow), alternate work mode, effective under oxy-fuel cutting.

（CUT）Cutting oxygen key (Green), alternate work mode, add cutting oxygen manually under

oxy-fuel cutting. If cutting oxygen key（CUT）effective, preheat gas button’s （GAS）situation cannot

be changed.

（THC）Auto THC key(blue), alternate work mode, whether plasma or oxy-fuel cutting, if choose this

key, the torch will work under auto THC.

（Fire）Auto fire key, instant work mode, effective under oxy-fuel cutting, ignite for oxy-fuel cutting.

（K1）Plasma manual arc start key, for manually control arc start and arc off, even under auto

plasma cutting, also can use it to start and stop arc. （K2）is standby key. Can use PLC to

custom program this key’s function.

（Speed）Speed up and down key. If press the up arrow, can speed up under present mode, vise

versa.

（RUN）Run key: if pause and move to other position during cutting, this key for running to

the pause point.It is different with START key. If press START key, it will shows three

options: 【G】cutting and return, 【X】Bias cutting, 【Y】Only return. Press【G】, the

system cutting returns back to the paused point, continue to cut it. If press 【X】, the

system considers current point is the paused point, it will continue cutting it. If press【Y】,

The system only return to the paused point quickly, and then break off. And the key

RUN is like the function of pressing【Y】

（U-Disk）USB interface instruction. It only can be used to transfer files by USB. The

external keyboards or other USB port device cannot be used.

（E-Stop）emergency button. All indicator lights will be flashed when the emergency button is

pressed. Don’t worry; it is the state of alarm normally.
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3.2 Simple operation

3.2.1 System start

Keep the key button ON and open the EMERGENCY BUTTON by the clockwise. Turn on the Main

power source and press the Power Button at the right-up corner of Operation box, then start the

Hypertherm System. Pls look at the detailed position as following Picture 3-1。

3.2.2 Key Interface Introduction

3-2 Hypetherm CNC system Interface

This is the first window after opening machine, and is the main cutting window.

Introduce the operation of press keys and match along with the function.

Function key F1-F8, match along with a row of the select button under software bottom.

ESC match along with exist key, exist the present window.

Function key F9 match along with the start key.(automatic cutting)

Function key F10 match along with pause key.

Function F11 match along with manipulating key (start the manipulating state)

The arrowhead matches along with the direction key.

Arrowhead corresponds to the direction key.

Help

Choose the Help soft key to display information about each screen.
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Choose the OK soft key to exit the Help screen and return to the control screen.

The Show Bookmarks soft key opens the navigation pane. On a keyboard, press Ctrl+F to use full

text search.

3.2.3 Auto-height control operation

3-5 Flame cutting with capacity height control
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Under flame cutting model, press THC, Cutting torch keep the state of automatic height control

and the relative direct light is working. The CNC will move the next position to cut when the last

cutting piece finished and running signal ended. During this process, automatic signal closed.

3-6 Plasma cutting equipped with Arc Voltage Height Control

Under plasma cutting model, press THC,Cutting torch keep the state of automatic height control and

the relative direct light is working. The CNC will move the next position to cut when the last cutting

piece finished and running signal ended. During this process, automatic signal closed.

3.3 Operation process

3.3.1 Flame cutting process
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Choose the cutting torch (1-4) on the

cutting operating panel.

Key THC turns on the automatic height

control enable if there is Arc voltage Height

Control device.

Press button F9

Automatic running

Press CUT on panel , Manual starting

oxygen,

Button F10

Working stop.

Set the Flame cutting model in the

Hypertherm CNC system.
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3.3.2 Plasma cutting process

Choose the cutting torch (1-4) on the

cutting operating panel.

Key THC, turns on the automatic height

control enable if there is Arc voltage Height

Control device.

Press button F9

Automatic running

K1, Manual starting arc, Inspecting

if the Plasma wire is right or not.

Button F10

Working stop.

Set the plasma cutting model in the Hypertherm

CNC system.

3.3.3 Reading and Save of Cutting File Process
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Chapter 4 Detailed Operation

Guide

Copy the drawing by U-stick and

connect the USB socket and then

Press F2 , enter into Files Choice.

Press F1 to read the cutting

files in Files Option

Press F2 to save the cutting

files in File Option.

Back to the main cutting

interface, Set the cutting data

by press the F1 key.

The saving file ended.

Make the part drawing in

Computer

4.1 Reading File

Press button F2 ,then enter into Filef from main windows
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4-1 reading file

The above interface read from Diskette, hard disk, USB or Internet.

· Loading

Choose Folder by key ↑and↓， New folder , delete folder or image driver by Key “+”and“－”，the

Diskette means soft disk,and Shape Library is original folder and can not be deleted in hardware.

· File

Show the file in folder by pressing key↑and ↓，Using Key Page Up and Page Down choose the

file， key “－”delete file.

· File Name

Show or input the file name which need to load.
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4-2 Preview the loading file

· Preview

Using the key ↑and↓ to move the cursor and preview the picture inside the file when you
choose the Preview.

4.2 Save file

Press F2,enter into Save file interface form the Files interface.
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4-3 Save file

· Save to:

Choose saving file by using key↑and↓.

·Diskette file name

Input the saving file name you want.

· Save from:

Choose the source file by using key↑and↓ and add or delet the folder by using Key＋/－.

· Hardware File name

Choose or input file name you want to copy.

4.3 Setting

Press F4 and enter into SET form main windows，Set all kinds of parameters of cutting model

under this interface.

4-4 Set the cutting parameter

· Steel Size

Set the steel size to conform to spare parts and confirm the steel area.

· Cutting Model

Choose the cutting, the preview mode only show the cutting process,but not cut. Choosing by

pressing key↓/↑.

· Preview/Cutting speed

Set the speed of cutting mode, this parameters save the setting value for the different cutting

mode.However, all speed value is less than Maximum speed value. The F code in programming can

also set the speed of machine.
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· Kerf

Set the cutting kerf value of drawing for accountting the drwging size . Carfully use the cutting

kerf value because it will caused of the invalid working. It is possible to look at the cutting kerf by

using the spare part item after setting cutting kerf.

4.4 Cutting Type

Enter into CUTTING TYPE by pressing F2 under setting interface.

· Oxygen fuel

4-5 Set the oxygen-fuel cutting type

There are oxygen-gas control logic inside Controller. Set the cutting control logic ofdifferent

material by using following parameters. The Sequence Diagram will change by becoming

parameters.

Remark：Press key F9（start） twice, then key will jump over all setting time and start to cut

directly.
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Picture 4-6 look at the Sequence Diagram by press key SPACE

· Ignition time

Lasting effective time of output signal when igniting every time

· Low preheat

For machine with low preheat function,Output the low preheat signal time before the parameter

set the high preheat .

·High preheat

Set the output signal time of high preheat before pierce time, Change high preheat oxygen time

by press Porlong process,Setting process and Abandon process.

· Pierce time

Set the delay time from turnnig on the cutting oxygen to cutting torch reached to the cutting

height.

· Moving pierce time

Set the signal output time during the moving pirece.

· Crawling time

Set the running time by crawling speed after pierce,and operator can heat the cutting surface

during the crawling process ,then thorough pierce.

·Rise time of cutting torch

Set the lasting effective rise time of cutting torch every time before starting to cut.

·Fall time of cutting torch

Set the lasting effective fall time of cutting torch every time before starting to cut.
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·Rise time of pierce cutting torch

Set the lasting effective rise time of cutting torch during the pierce process.

· Fall time of pierce cutting torch

Set the lasting effective fall time of cutting torch during the pierce process.

· Closing time for cutting

Set the lasting effective time of cutting control signal every time after cutting.

· Gas injection time

Set the stop time of cutting torch and gas injection time of output signal after cutting.

· Ignitor

The machine move to the next pierce position and keep the state of preheat for the flame when

operators choose NO. Don’t keep the state of flame when operators choose YES. It is necessary

to ignite again before the pierce.

· Keep the preheat during the cutting process

Set the cutting process ,and keep the preheat signal.

· Multilevel pierce

Set the multilevel pierce model.

· Plasma

Picture 4-7 Plasma cutting mode setting
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Similarly,there is plasma cutting control logic inside the controller. Use the following parameter to

set different cutting logic for different steel plates. The time sequence picture will change accordingly

if parameters are changed.

Picture 4-8 Press SPACE key to view time sequence

· Air Blowing Time

If not use arc feedback signal, use this parameter. Set the time from torch ignition to machine

moving. If use arc feedback signal, set the parameter Zero.

· Pierce Time

Set the time from finish torch down to machine moving to ensure pierce complete totally.

· Creeping Time

Set the time of machine creeping after pierce. Creeping time is set accroding to speed

parameters interface. It is stated by percentage of cutting speed. After creeping time, the machine will

accelerate to the set cutting speed.

· Cutting Turn off Time

Set the cutting signal effective time after every cutting finish, use negative number to indicate

closing cutting control signal before cutting over. The max. value is -1 second. After finish cutting, can

use parameter to compensate the cutting gas lag because cutting gas lag stop will keep cutting arc

and make cutting path become wider.

· Torch Lift Time

Set the effective time of torch lift signal when cutting begin and finish every time in order to clear

the surface. If use THC control system, the parameter should be set zero.

· Torch Withdraw Time

Set the torch withdraw needing time when cutting begin and finish every time. If use THC control
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system, the parameter should be set zero. Note: torch withdraw must be set OPEN.

· Torch Down Time

Set the effective time of torch fall signal when cutting begin and finish every time. If use THC

control system, the parameter should be set zero.

· Arc Broken Time

Set a delay stop time when lost cutting signal to help passing by the cut kerf when cut complex

nesting parts.

· Stop Time

Set lathe pause time after finish cutting to make torch totally lift and continue cutting.

· Withdraw Timelag

Pause X/Y and torch moving when every cutting finished, in order to wait cutting process over

and continue cutting.

· Set Pilot Arc Electricity Current

Use BCD current output signal to set plasma power current.

· Turning/corner Current Percentage

Set the current value when cutting corner. This value is showed by percentage. If the torch height

prohibit signal is effective, this singla is effective.

· Failure Pilot Arc Retry

Set rety pilot arc times when arc failure.

· Retry Interval

Set continue trying pilot arc time, judge arc success or failure through cutting signal. (arc

feedback)

·Arc Feedback Signal

Choose if wait for arc feedback info, if arc feedback open, the machine only running with effective

cutting signal.

· Ignition

Choose if output ignition signal to use for plasma pilot arc.

· Double/THC

Shift plasma.

·Torch Lift

Can make torch output lift signal when move to next pierce point according to the torch part lift

time. Lift torch totally after finish all cutting.

· Torch Down During Cutting
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This parameter forces output torch down signal during whole cutting process. It is for fitting

different types of torch height controller.

· Torch Down During Two Cuttings

This parameter forces keeping output torch down signal when idle running among cutting parts.

4.5 Cutting

Set cutting mode, speed and kerf, press F9 to begin cutting as the following picutre shows.

Picture 4-9 Auto Cutting

Cutting modes have preview, oxygen gas, plasma and laser. They can be changed by cutting

mode button. Can press STOP key to stop cutting at any time, the cutting process will be stop at that

moment. Observe cutting info such as cutting speed, position in the window during cutting. If press

Steel Plate Observe button, the preview window will track the present cutting point automatically.

Note: Must set lathe dimension and steel plate dimension exactly.

Following is manual interface. The mouse will become small hand type after enter this interface.
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Picture 4-10 Manual Cuttng

In manual interface, use arrow key to move cutting machine on four directions. The cutting

equipment will move continuously if keeping press the key. After release it, machine will stop.

If open the Manual Lock function, within the interface, if press manual key first time, the direction

key will move forward as the direction. Don’t press Direction key, only press Manual key, the machine

stop smoothly. When use this function to move machine, the window display “ Manual Key Lock

Open”. Press F10 ESC or other arrow keys to pause running.

· Move Distance

When manual mode only showing move, F2 soft key means “moving distance”, input correct

moving distance, press MOVE, machine will move according to the pointed distance automatically

and don’t execute any cutting process.
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Picture 4-11 Set Move Distance

· Cutting Distance

When manual mode show fast cutting, F2 soft key means cutting distance, input correct cutting

distance. After press cut, the machine will use choosing cutting procedure and cutting distance

automatically. To press F10 to stop during cutting.

Picture 4-12 Cutting Distance Setting

· Manual Options

Press this key to enter manual options interface.
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Picture 4-13 Manul Options

· Every Axis to Zero

Press this key to enter axis back to zero interface.

Picture 4-14 Axis to Zero

· Change Mode

Shift different manual operation mode, including only moving, fast cutting and fast marking.

· Change Speed

Shift different speed, including max speed, advance spped, medium speed and low speed.
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4.6 Pause

Can use many ways to restort cutting process when cutting failure. Following is the cuttng pause

interface.。

Picture 4-15 Cutting Pause Interface

If press Esc, can stop present cutting parts at this moment.

· Return to Start Point

Return to the cutting start point. Note: If cutting lost and return to start point, then all info of

present position will lost.

· Retrace backward / forward

Use these two buttons to go backward or forward according to the track. Choose suitable position to

pierce and cutting again. After confirm position, press START key to restart and back to original track
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to continue

cutting.

Picture 4-16 Retrace

· Move to Pierce Point

This button can move torch directly to the pointed pierce point.

· Cutting Mode

Shift different cutting modes.

· Change Speed

Shift different running speed, max speed, advance speed, medium speed and low speed.

· Replace Consumables

Enter consumables replacements interface.

4.7 Graphs Nesting

Graphs nesting is a graphs nesting software supply with controller. It supports manual and auto

nesting. Operation procedures are totally graphical which easy to use. Except this, users can use

Hypertherm software which designed for drawing and nesting. But these two software need extra cost.

Normally, we suggest customers to install special draw and nesting software on the general computer,

then can use controller special for parts cutting.

· Manual Nesting

Enter graph management interface and choose parts from main windows.
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Picture 4-17 Choose parts to nest

Press enter or OK key after choosing and enter parts parameter setting interface, set every

parameters of the parts.

Picture 4-18 Set parameters of the nesting parts

Press enter or OK key again to set nesting parts numbers.
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Picture 4-19 Set nesting parts numbers

Enter nest working interface after confirmation.

Picture 4-20 Nest working interface

The left side of the window is the nesting observe area. Left up side is parts choosing area and

left bottom is parts edit area. Any changes to parts will be showed in the nesting display area. Press
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PREV/NEXT to jump among these three areas. When chose one area, there will have a blue outline

border, press arrow and can move choosing parts.

· Add Parts

This button can add parts to nesting plan at any time, so parts can be obtained from graph library,

floppy disk or remote host machine.

· Delete Parts

Delete choosing parts from nesting plan.

· Cutting Advance

Adjust parts cutting order onward.

· Cutting Lag

Adjust parts cutting order backward.

· Observe Steel Plate/ Observe Parts

Shift between the whole area of nesting parts display or the area of single parts. When display

single parts, display area will show all nesting parts, press + to enlarge display area and put the

choosing parts in the middle of it. Press – can reduce the display area.

· Arrow Key (Distance)

Choose the parts moving distance when press direction key every time.

· Set Nesting

Set relevant parameters of graph nesting.

· Confirm

Finish nesting program and back to main windows, and make nesting result as present cutting

program.
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Chapter 5 Care and Maintenance

CNC cutting machine have to clean and keep in good repair in the round, because it usually work

in outside and under bad conditions, and because it can cause a lot of metal dusty. Somebody

have to be responsible for smooth, repair and maintenance of machine.

Care and Maintenance

 Clear off the dirt of gear and rack.

 Make sure to turn off the power and all gas valves after work.

 Check the cutting torch periodically.

 Check the cutting torch and holder.

 Check the rail, gear, rack, if add into lubricant.

 Check if the gas circuit and gas valve have breakage and steam leakage.

 Check if all screws of machine have not hard up.

1. DAILY SAFEGUARD AND MAINTANENCE

1) The dirt of Machine tool has to be cleaned in every workday in order to make it keep

clean. After work, the air supply and power have to be closed.

2) The power has to shut down if you leave it too long time. In case of the laypeople

operation.

3) In order to keep in good of lubrication, you have to pay attention to the rail and rack of

the machine if they have the lubrication.

2. SAFEGUARD AND MAINTANENCE IN EVERY WEEK

1) It is indispensable to clean the whole machine, rail, rack and gear and add to the

lubrication.

2) Check all the cutting torch and holder, clean the garbage of the burning torch in order to

keep the burning torch in good condition.

3) If there is the THC device, checking its sensitivity, whether replacing sonde or not.

3. SAFEGUARD AND MAINTANENCE IN EVERY MONTH AND QUARTER

1) Check if the admitting port has the garbage, and if the every switch and the manometer

are working.

2) Check if the entire gas-type fitting have come adrift, and if all pipe strap have breakage.
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It is necessary to fasten and replace.

3) Check if all drive part has become adrift, and if the gear and rack have inosculated. It is

necessary to adjust if the occasion should arise.

4) Check if the operation plate and fastening screw have adrift, the dust inside cabinet will

be cleaned by the vacuum and the blower. And check if the connector lug has adrift.

Appendix A hardware specification

 17"LCD Display。

 40GB(or bigger storage)Hard Disk、1.44MB Floppy Driver、USB Port and DVD driver

 2.4GHz（or higher）Celeron。.

 256MB（or higher capacity）Memory.

 More than 64 interfaces signal wires for cutting and actuating logic signal (gas control,

tracking system, marking apparatus, restoration ECT) ，it mainly depends on I/O disposition.

 Technical grade crust package and keyboard design weaken interference of RFI/EMI 。

 Technification of Surface Mount PCB.

 Both of the axles use optoelectronic isolating plus-minus 10VDC output command pulse

and incremental encoder input. It can extend 6 axis movements. If using SERCOS interface

can control the movements of 12 axis and 1024 I/O points. And the increased moving axis

can control the work of doubling piece, of doubling lateral direction, of CBH, of doubling

revolving, of doubling beating or of 8 SensorTMTHC

 +5VDC single-ended input or differential coder input.

 optoelectronic serial communication rate reach to115 Baud Rate ,it can reach to

230 Baud Rate if you use controller own communication link software

 multiple power source input（100-240VAC；47-63Hz）

 Operating environment: 0—50 cent degree（32-122F）；95% relative

humidity (none condensing).

 Mariner controller apologetic cooling equipment.
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Appendix B performance characteristic

 Digital servo can control all cutting equipment, but SERCOS interface

can increase number of motion shaft and number of I/O

 Using coder of 1000 line /inch , dynamic precision is 0.002 inch (0.051mm)

 The highest cutting speed is 3000 IPM (76M/minute)

 Analyzing code segment before executing code., so that outline cutting result be optimized

 Automatic corner decelerate and prohibit torch height so that taper angle make sure

cutting quality.

 Increasing or reducing button can optimize cutting speed of machine when machine cut.

 Automatic and manual panel lean can make corrections.

 When cutting cannot find , cutting can be resume to use the retracing or going ahead , left

the trail perforation and return trail ,and moving spare parts etc.

 The fly cutting be used straight cutting, manual key can control movement head.

 Poop, dry dusting and plasma mark ability.

 When using manual located torch, feedback information of real position can be observed.

 Manual jacking and automatic jacking for apologetic HyperNest-CNC can greatly improved

productivity and utilization ratio of panel.

 Interval function of automatic torch can automatically locate many torches by code.

Meanwhile it is applicable to the standard and mirror image multi-torch cutting.

 Break point memory in the cutting and power-down recovery function.

Appendix C installation and settings characteristics

 All cutting machine tool is compatible according to Optional install of axis direction.

 Built-in Oxygen cutting control logic can set up the parameter of the preheat time, of

ignition, and of crawl speed.

 Built-in plasma cutting control logic can set up the parameter of the gassing time, of the

igniting time, Arc closing timelag and Arc transferring feedback.

 Built-in laser cutting control logic can set up shutter time, current transformation time and
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aperture time.

 Built-in water-jet cutting control logic can set up abrasive and aperture time

 In order to the flexible using, it can set up servo plus, speed, observation windows,

machine parameter, communication parameter.

 Interface mode is applicable to most of the photoelectric tracking system

 Built-in diagnosis interface can check and test system.

Appendix D Consumables Replacement

This interface will track the consumables life and use output signal to warn consumables

replacement. This function can only record and count consumables life, can’t test consumables

usage conditions.

Appendix 1 Replace consumables

· Summarize

When change new nozzles or electrodes, then last time consumables info will be recorded in the

database. The consumable database will display consumables conditions such as minute, pierce

numbers, millimeter, inch, etc. Press new nozzle or new electrode button, choose the needed nozzle

or electrode to update the relevant data. Consumable database mode is CSV. It can be downloaded

to other general computers. It is applicable to database opening and analyzing usage conditions.
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Consumables life expectancy can be set. The controller will output signal and warn through I/O

when the consumables reach life expectancy. Usually this warning signal is connected to indicator or

annunciator to remind operator to return consumables.

· Minute

Display nozzles or electrodes lasting time by minute, can increase to max life span value or max

input value automatically.

· Pierce

Display nozzles or electrodes lasting time by pierce mode, can increase to max life span value or

max input value automatically.

· Inch / Millimeter

Display nozzles or electrodes lasting time by distance mode, can can increase to max life span

value or max input value automatically.

· Minute / Pierce

Generally, pierce will influence cousmables life span. This parameter permit users to input every

pierce time and count this time into consumables life span and make time calculation more accuracy.

· Arc Error (Practice)

Actual arc error times can be counted through arc error input signal. Plasma power has signal

output after pilot arc failure. This signal can be connected to controller input signal and be counted.

HD4070 can feedback pilot arc failure through serial port. It also can feedback signal to controller

through arc error input signal like other plasma power.

Note: These signals can only be used under plasma cutting mode.

· Volt / Minute

The parameter is set by users. Add voltage value to arc voltage value during cutting and adjust

arc voltage deviation value. Note: this function can only used for SensorTM THC.

· Last Installation Time

Display the choosing nozzle or electrode installation time.

· New Nozzle

Indicate the choosing nozzle has been replaced and need update database record.

· New Electrode

Indicate the choosing electrode has been replaced and need update database record.
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Appendix E Spare Parts Options

This interface supplies zoom, whirl, mirror image, repeat arrangment and steel plate alignment.

Changes will be displayed in the preview windows

Appendix 2 Spare parts options

Zoom Coefficient

Set spare parts zoom rate and change spare parts dimensions. The value must be above 0.

·Whirl Angle

Set spare parts whirl angle. The value can be positive or negative.

· X/Y Mirror Image

According X and Y axis to mirror imange spare parts, use SPACE key to choose or cancel mirror

imag.

· Kerf

Press kerf key, kerf outline will be displayed, to check kerf path before cutting. Press this key

again to close display.

· Repeat
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Controller provides three drawings repeat arrayarrangement: in line, cross,

interlink .

Appendix 3 Inline repeat

·Corner Begining

Choose steel corner as arrangement array start point..

· Line Numbers

Pointed array lines numbers.

· Row Numbers

Pointed array row numbers.

· X/Y graph Deviation

Set the minimum excursion numbers between spare parts or spare parts group.

· Scrap edge value

Designate scrap width among parts, X and Y axis use same value.
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Appendix 4 Cross repeat

Appendix 5 Exhaust repeat

· X/Y Nesting Distance

Designate the minimum distance amony nesting parts, only use for nesting repeat.
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· Graph Excursion

This function calculate the minimum distance among parts or parts groups automatically,

including incoming line /outgoing line, kerf, scrap edge value. This value maybe not the best, but at

least it makes the parts don’t overlap.

· Nesting Distance

When set the distance among nesting parts manually, set one line and one row, then adjust

nesting distance parameters, finally add line and row numbers while use graph excursion to adjust

the minimum distance among parts groups.

· Justify

Justify parts and the corner of steel plate, or include the steel plate incline value to the graph

dimensions to make graph incline fitting the steel incline. Justifying the corner is used for graphs

which pierce inside. Steel plate incline regulation is used when steel plate incline.

Operation procedures

Press Edit Parameter button, set corner scrap value parameters, press this button again to finish

setting.

Move torch to the corner of the steel.

Press Position to Corner button.

If execute Justify to corner, go to step 7; if execute steel plate Incline Regulation, go to step 5.

Move torch to any point toward incline reference corner according to the steel plate edge

Press incline reference point button.

Press Enter or OK, machine move to the parts beginning point and back to cutting interface.
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Appendix F Oxygen-propane auto and

semi-auto gas cutting regulations

（Recommendation）

Nozzle

No.

(JP-No

)

Steel

thickness

（mm）

Edge

trimming

width

（mm）

Oxygen

pressure

（MPa）

Propane

pressure

（MPa）

Gas cutting

speed

（mm/min）

Use equipment

0 3—10 1 0.6 0.025 600—700 Auto/Semi-auto

1 5—20 1.5 0.6 0.025 550—600 Auto/Semi-auto

2 20—30 2 0.7 0.025 450—550 Auto/Semi-auto

3 30—50 2—3 0.7 0.03 380—450 Auto/Semi-auto

4 50—70 3—4 0.7 0.035 320—380 Auto/Semi-auto

5 75—100 3—4 0.7 0.035 250—320 Auto/Semi-auto

6 100—150 5 0.7 0.04 160—250 Auto/Semi-auto

7 150—250 5.5 0.7 0.04 130—160 Auto/Semi-auto

8 250—300 6 0.7 0.04 100—130 Auto/Semi-auto


